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Ab initio description of large amplitude motions in solid N2. II. 
Librons in the/?-phase and the a-/3 phase transition
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The Netherlands
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Using an ab initio pair potential, we have performed mean field and time-dependent Hartree 
calculations for the reorientational motions in disordered (3 nitrogen, in a basis of tesseral 
harmonics. The results show that orientationally localized librational solutions with neighboring 
molecules rotated over 180° around the crystal c axis are energetically more favorable than 
(nearly) free precession of the molecules. The experimental symmetry can be obtained by allowing 
rapid jumps between six equivalent localized states; such a jump model predicts the a-/3 phase 
transition at the correct temperature.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the preceding paper 11 we have described a model for 
the librations in the ordered a and y  phases of solid N2. In 
contrast with the more common (quasi-) harmonic models, 
this “libron” model holds even for the larger amplitude li­
brations. In the present paper we apply it to the /3 phase of 
solid nitrogen where the molecules are orientationally disor­
dered.
Two pictures have been accepted for /7-nitrogen and it 
was not possible from the experimental data2-8 (x-ray dif­
fraction, neutron scattering, nuclear magnetic resonance, 
and nuclear quadrupole resonance) to discriminate between 
these pictures. In both pictures the molecular centers are 
located on a hexagonal lattice with a c/a ratio close to the 
ideal hexagonal close packed value. There are two molecules 
in the unit cell and the space group is P 63/mmc  [see Fig. 1 (b) 
of paper I]. In the first picture the N 2 molecules are freely 
precessing around the crystal c axis with an angle of 
56° +  2.5° between the molecular axes and the c axis. In the 
second picture the nitrogen atoms are randomly distributed 
among 24 equivalent positions of the space group P 63/mmc, 
with the same angle of about 56° between the molecular axes 
and the c axis. It has been pointed out,4 on the basis of the 
overlap between specific molecular density contours, that 
there will probably be some hindrance between neighboring 
molecules at specific precession angles. This would prevent 
completely free precessions.
Theoretical treatments of the lattice dynamics in fi-ni- 
trogen are not very numerous. This is obviously due to the 
fact that it is impossible to apply the standard harmonic 
model. Some authors9,10 have assumed that the intermolecu- 
lar potential may be averaged over freely rotating N 2 mole­
cules. This yields an effective isotropic potential between N 2 
pseudoatoms, which was used in a self-consistent phonon 
calculation of the translational lattice modes. The reorienta­
tional contributions to the free energy were then superim­
posed, using a free rotor or 12-fold jump model.9 Explicit 
treatments of the reorientational motions on the basis of an
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anisotropic potential have been given by Mandell11—a clas­
sical Monte Carlo simulation with a pure quadrupole-qua- 
drupole interaction—by Klein et a 1.12,13—a classical molec­
ular dynamics calculation with atom-atom plus 
quadrupole-quadrupole potential—and by Dunmore.14 The 
latter, quantum mechanical mean-field calculation is similar 
to the first part of our study and will be discussed below. 
Optical (infrared, Raman)15 and inelastic neutron scatter­
ing5,6 studies of the phonon spectrum of /?-N 2 are rather 
scarce as well.
In the present paper we first present a mean-field solu­
tion for the reorientational motions in /?-N2 which has the 
experimentally observed symmetry. When we tried to treat 
the correlations between the molecular reorientations by 
means of the time-dependent Hartree (TDH) or the random 
phase approximation (RPA), the libron frequencies came out 
purely imaginary, however. It is demonstrated in Sec. II, 
that this implies the instability of the mean-field solution. So, 
we have looked for a stable mean-field solution of lower sym­
metry and calculated the libron frequencies (in Sec. III). 
Next we discuss the a-/3 phase transition and the physical 
picture that emerges for the reorientational motions in /?- 
nitrogen.
II. STABILITY CONDITIONS FOR THE MEAN-FIELD 
MODEL
It has been demonstrated by Fredkin and Werthamer16 
that the stability of the solutions of the mean-field (MF) or 
time-independent Hartree equations for lattice dynamics is 
related to the eigenvalues of the time-dependent Hartree 
equations. For zero temperature the latter are identical to 
the RPA equations (see paper I). Imaginary eigenfrequencies 
of the TDH equations imply that the original MF solution 
does not correspond to a local minimum of the free energy. 
The result in the Appendix of Ref. (16) is a generalization to 
nonzero temperature of the stability conditions for Hartree- 
Fock solutions in many-fermion systems.17-20 We give a 
slightly different proof which follows closely the presenta­
tion of the theory in paper I.
We start with the thermodynamic variation principle 
for the Helmholtz free energy:
^ v a r = ^ 0  Hq)0>A, ( 1 )
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where H  is the exact lattice Hamiltonian (omitting the con­
stant term from paper I):
(2)
and H0 may be any Hamiltonian. The thermodynamic ex­
pectation value (X  ) 0 is defined as
( X ) 0 = Tr(D0X), (3)
where D0 =  Z  0~ 1 e ~ pH° is the density operator associated 
with the approximate Hamiltonian H0 and A0 is the corre­
sponding free energy:
P ~ l In Z 0. (4)
The partition function reads
Z0 =  Tr(e -P H 0
and p  = (kBT ) l. The exact quantities are given by 
A = -  /? - 1 In Z  with Z  =  Tr(e~pH). The MF or Hartree 
equation will be found by defining H 0 as a sum of one-parti­
cle operators:
) (5)
H 0 = Y H ^ ( n P),





d ^ F(n p) = ( Z ^ F) - 'e ~ pHp [ilp\
( 8)
z MF Tr(/>l(e -  pH y¥{nF)),
and making Avar stationary with respect to variations ofH 0:
(9)H ^ F(i2 p )^H ^F(np) +  hp[np).
In order to derive the effect of such variations on the free
energy, we use the following well-known expansion 21
- p ( H ™ *  +  hP) - p h ¥ fT  exp
p
dP ’h Æ ’)
0
~ P H ”PMF 1 dp i hP\J3x)
0
p rP «
+  I d&\
'o JO
•  •  •
(10)
with
Km P H ) l * , -  PH piFe p h De ( i i )
where T  is the Dyson time-ordering operator, acting here on 
the inverse temperatures/?!, p 2i etc. In order to simplify the 
notation we have stopped indicating the dependence of all 
quantities on i2P. Expanding the logarithm in Eq. (4) we 
obtain for the first order variation in A0:






The single-particle expectation value is defined as
(xp)p = T r  {P](d¥FXp) 
with d p F given by Eq. (8).
(13)
The same variation (9) of H™F by hP makes the corre­
sponding density operator vary as
d — P(H *pF + hp)/ T t{P \e - 0 { H ^ F +  h p))




dp , hP{/31) - 0  (hP)
. JO
(15)
It is easy to verify that Tr(/>)(<5^ )) =  0. The same result holds 
for the higher order terms, so that the density operator re­
mains normalized, Tr[P\dP) = Tr(/>,(£/pF) =  1, in every or­
der. For the first order variation of Avar we find the following 
expression:
A[lL = A  +  X  Tr^ W L p) +  I ' T P ' W d ¥ ?* pp )
p p,p*
£  Tr{P](ô{" H ? F) -  2  Tr(P)(d?FhP). (16)
Substituting Eqs. (12) and (13), we observe immediately that 
the first term cancels the last term. Putting/i ^  == 0 f°r ai*bi“
trary variations <5^ , which are related to the variations hP via 
Eq. (15), we obtain the MF result
H ? F = L P + £  Tr[P'\d Y F&pp.)
p'^ p
= L P + <P p F. (17)
In order to investigate whether the MF solution corre­
sponds to a local minimum of A var, we must look at the sec­
ond order variation A (v2Jr . All quantities occurring in A var
can be expanded via Eq. (10), now taken up to the second 
order terms inclusive. Expanding the logarithm in Eq. (4) 
again, we get
d p dp2 hp[P\)hp[P2)
1
2
* dPi hP(Px) 2
o / p
- p - ' z  r  dpx r  dp2(hp\j32)hp)
P Jo JO
+  ( h p ) p '
L  P
(18)
The total second order variations in AvaT can then be written 
as
A «  = 4 2, + j X '  T r < " - > ( « ! 0 PP.)
2 />,ƒ>'
+  V  Tr{P\S[PL P) +  — X ' TriP’PW d P F<PPP■) 
p 2 ptp>
(19)
The terms with S(?  cancel after substituting the MF Hamil­
tonian (17) and the remaining terms
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A ™  =  A ™ +  ± 2 '  # * > •  )
2  p,p'
Y T  V \S tÿ h P) (20)
can be worked out by substituting Eqs. (15) and (18). Taking
the traces with respect to the eigenstates | a P) 
MF Hamiltonian
H ? F\aP) = €(a)\aP) i 
it is not difficult to obtain the result





^  ^  X  {a Pa P' I ^ pp' \ßpßp ' ) ( ß p ) { ß />' |<5|p' I#/»- )
a p>ßp a'P , ß p-
1 p ( a )  _  p ( ß )  1 1
— IfiT {<* p\h p\ßp) {Pp\h p\a  p)  + - z - ' E ' L P p{a)( a P\hP\ap y -  —  ' 2 0 ( h P) 2P.
^  P ap,ßp e  ’ —  6 ^ ’ I  P a p £  P
The second term has been simplified via interchanging a P an dß P. The occupation numbers P "  are given by 
ƒ><“> =  (a P\ d ^ \ a P)
(22)
- e t “" I e
a
~ ß ^ a) (23)
In Eq. (21), and also later, we use the fact that in all our applications the spectra of all H  p are equal (see paper I), i.e., e*a) does 
not depend on P. Equation (22) contains both the variations hP in the MF Hamiltonian and the variations <5^  in the density 
operator. Via relation (15) it could be expressed in terms of hP only, but we find it more convenient to write Eq. (15) in matrix 
element form:
D(a) _  piß)
{ap\S[p]\ßp) =  —— (a P\hP\ßP) for
=  — ß P [a)[ (a p \hp\ap) — (hp) p ] for ¿ a] = e[ß] 
and to use this relation backwards, in order to express Eq. (22) completely in terms of the matrix elements of Sp]
(24)
A !2Jvar . ^  Z X (cLpap- \(Ppp‘ \ßPß p' ) {ßP l ^ l a p )  (ß p- |<5p! \aP> )
^ P,P' cip,ßp a'p . ß  p.
~  p(a> _  ptf?] ( a  p\8[p \ ß  p) (Pp\8[p \a  p)  ■ (25)
The last two sums over diagonal terms in Eq. (22) correspond 
with the diagonal (aP =  /3P) terms in the last summation of 
Eq. (25). These terms have been formally included in this 




A  var  ( Q l  —  X X  X  ^  ^ c c ß J - . a ' . ß ' . r C  ( Q i ß . a j C  ( —  Q iß ' .a ' .r
L  i,r a ,ß  a ' ,ß '
lim
¿a)  _  ¿ ß ) 1 1
P (a) — P ^ ] ß P («)
(26)
¿a)  _  ¿ ß )
2 t t ß P (a)- p ^ ]
c (q)aA, c  ( -  q)*a, . (29)
Equation (25) is identical to the expression obtained by Fred- 
kin and Werthamer,16 who did not explicitly consider the 
diagonal terms.
It is easy to adapt this expression to the translational 
symmetry of the crystal. Defining the first order variations 
in the symmetry adapted density matrix as variational coeffi­
cients:
It can be assumed, without imposing any restriction, that the 
MF states \aP) are real. Then the matrix <P(q) satisfies the 
following symmetry relations:
^ ( q ) a ,ß fi;a ',ß ',r  ~  &  [<l)ß,a,r,a\ß' J
^ ( Q  )a ,ß ,i ,ß ' ,a ,,r —  ^ ( Q  )ß ,a , i iß ' ,a 'J (30)
in addition to the usual properties
C  ( q )a .ß.i =  *
- 1/ 2
n
,q.R ( a Pm ß P) (27) O(q) =  0(q)f =  4>( — q)*. (31)
For Hermitean variations hP, Eq. (24) yields the following
with P =  ( n,/ J, and the Fourier transformed pair interaction relation for the variation coefficients (27):
matrix:
^ ( Q ) a,ß,i ~  C (  ~  q ) * , a , i  * (32)
i qR, (iCLpCLp> pp• \ßPß  p' ) (28)
with P =  [ 0,/ J and P ' =  (n,/' J, and <PPP = 0, just as in paper 
I, we find that A (Var becomes additive in the wave vector q:
A l2ir = 2 A lar(q)
If we now order the MF states such that a>/3 implies 
é a]> ép) and P (a) < P & \ relabel the coefficients
c (q U , == «(q U for a> ß,
C (q)«A, == *>(q for a = ß,
^(q)a,ß,i  “= w(q)ßtati for a <ß,
(33)
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I the relations (30) to (32), we can rewrite Eq 
form:







with the matrices O(q), <()(q), and f(q) all being subblocks of 
the matrix 4>(q) in Eq. (28) with [a>/3y a ' > /? ') ,  
(a  > fi,a' = f3 '), and {a = ¡3,a ' = ¡3'), respectively. The di­
agonal matrices x  and g are defined as
X a ,0 , i ,a ' ,0 ' , ï
J a )  _  ¿ 0 )
ôaa'Sgg.ôi r --------------  for a>/3,’ P* p(a) _  p{0) ^ 9
(35)
¿a.a' 8,r iPP“”) -  ‘ •
The matrix occurring in Eq. (34) is related to the matrix M(q) 
occurring in the TDH equations (cf. paper I) by
M(q)








^(q )  -  x
N(q), (36)
where P is a diagonal population difference matrix
P R . , n • = 8n n'8R o> 8: r (Pa,p,i\a ,p ,i ''a ,a  v p,p 1,1 \
for {a > ¡3,a ' > /? '}.
(a) P m )
(37)
The matrix N(q) is obtained from the matrix in Eq. (34) by 
erasing the central rows and columns.
The second variation A ^  (q) is positive for any set of 
variation coefficients (33) if and only if the matrix in Eq. (34) 
is positive definite. Via the separation theorem for the eigen­
values of Hermitean matrices and their principal minors22 it 
follows then, that its submatrix N(q) must be positive defi­
nite, too. The latter matrix can be blocked by means of a 
simple similarity transformation T : adding and subtracting 
its rows and columns, which corresponds with taking the 
real and imaginary parts of the variation coefficients u and w 
as new variables. This yields:
N'(q) =  T - 1N(q)T





The diagonal submatrix — x  is clearly positive definite, see 
Eq. (35). As a result, the matrices N'(q) and N(q), and there­
fore^ (Va r  as giyen by Eq. (34), can only be positive definite if 
the submatrix 2<f>(q) — x is positive definite. The latter ma­
trix occurs in the generalized eigenvalue problem, Eq. (20) of 
paper I, which yields the squares of the TDH frequencies. 
Multiplying this eigenvalue equation by — 1 and using the 
fact that the metric matrix — P - 1 x _ 1 P 1 is diagonal and 
positive definite, one easily shows that the squares of the 
TDH frequencies are all positive if and only if 24>(q) — x is 
positive definite.
In summary, we have proved that the squares of the 
TDH eigenfrequencies are positive, provided that the mean- 
field solution corresponds with a local minimum i n ^ var. So, 
if one or more of these squares are negative, i.e., if one or
more of the TDH frequencies A {k *(q) are imaginary, then the 
matrices N'(q) and N(q) have negative eigenvalues. Choosing 
the variation coefficients u(q) and w(q) in Eq. (33) as one of 
the eigenvectors of N(q) associated with these negative eigen­
values and v(q) =  0 yields a negative value of A t2,r and thus a 
free energy which is lower than the MF value. Inspecting 
these eigenvectors can help us in finding a more stable MF 
solution.
. MEAN FIELD AND LIBRON CALCULATIONS
The methods applied for the lattice dynamics calcula­
tions on ¡3-nitrogen are the same as those used in paper I. 
Also, we have employed the same ab initio potential23 with 
the anisotropy expressed in the form of a spherical expan­
sion, including spherical harmonics up to / =  6 on each mol­
ecule. We have used the experimental4 unit cell parameters a 
and c [see Fig. 1(b) of paper I], at zero pressure and tempera­
ture 46 K. The mean-field states of the molecules on each 
lattice site have been expanded in tesseral harmonics with 
even or odd / for pure ortho or para nitrogen, respectively. 
Lattice summations over the potential have been extended
o
over eight shells, R  <9.87 A. We have not assumed the mean- 
field potential to have axial symmetry around the c axis, as 
Dunmore14 has done. For the existence of localized solutions 
with broken symmetry, see below, the nonaxial components 
are crucial.
Just as in Paper I we have started by assuming the ex­
perimentally observed crystal symmetry. Thus, the two mol­














FIG. 1.Calculated mean-field levels for ^-nitrogen corresponding with the 
delocalized (unstable) mean-field states and the (stable) localized states. The 
arrows, which are the free rotor levels, indicate that the delocalized mean- 
field spectrum resembles a perturbed rotor spectrum.
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FIG. 2. Orientational probability distribution of the molecular axes for the 
delocalized mean-field states in /2-nitrogen, for both molecules in the unit 
cell. This picture is almost independent of the temperature up to (at least) 70 
K. Reading of the contour plot as in paper I, Fig. 3.
mean-field solutions. That is, the Euler angles in the matri­
ces D{k](aj3,y) which rotate mean-field expectation values 
from the original site in the unit cell to the equivalent sites, 
see Eq. (9) of paper I, have all been put to zero. The mean- 
field spectrum and the ground state wave function which 
result from these calculations are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, 
respectively. It is obvious from the contour plot in Fig. 2 that 
the orientations of the molecular axes in the mean-field 
states are delocalized. The motions can be described as 
precessions around the c axis which are just slightly hindered 
by small sixfold barriers. In accordance with the picture of 
Press and Hiiller,24 the angle 0 between the molecular axes 
and the c axis is not fixed, but it shows a rather broad distri­
bution. The maximum of this distribution lies at the “experi­
mental”3,4,7,8 precession angle, about 56°. We can easily cal­
culate the coefficients Clm in the orientational form 
factors6,24:
F r o t ( a ) 2(i] 'C lmS lm(d,<f>) Mqd/2),
l,m
(39)
where S lm (0,(j) ) are tesseral harmonics,y, are spherical Bessel 
functions, d is the molecular bond length, and q is the wave 
vector. Our results are given in Table I. The experimental 
results are rather uncertain,6 but the general feature that C20 
is relatively very small, which is confirmed by the NM R and 
NQR data,7,8 agrees with our calculations. Also the mean- 
field spectrum at the left-hand side of Fig. 1, is characteristic 
for delocalized reorientational motions. It has the appear­
ance of a perturbed free rotor spectrum, with significant dif­
ferences between ortho and para nitrogen. Apart from the 
small sixfold modulation in Fig. 2, our results are similar to 
Dunmore’s,14 although the intermolecular potentials used 
are different (see also paper I).
From the mean-field states thus obtained we wanted to 
calculate the libron frequencies by means of the TDH meth­
od. Using a basis of two or five excited mean-field states per 
molecule and 2 molecules in the unit cell, while conserving 
the full translational symmetry of the problem, one has to 
solve a four or ten dimensional complex generalized eigen­
value problem, respectively, in order to calculate the squares 
of the libron frequencies [cf. paper I, Eq. (20)]. Some of these 
frequencies (for q =  0) came out imaginary, however, i.e., 
their squares were negative, in both cases. According to the 
theory of Sec. II, this implies that the delocalized mean-field 
states do not correspond to a local minimum of the free ener­
gy. It should be possible to find a more stable mean-field 
solution which still has the correct translational symmetry. 
Inspecting the eigenvectors of the TDH problem belonging 
to the imaginary frequencies has taught us that the free ener­
gy could be lowered by out-of-phase motions of the two 
neighboring molecules in the unit cell.
Thus, we have modified our MF program in such a way 
that the two molecules in the unit cell are treated indepen­
dently, within each others mean field. This leads to two steps 
in each cycle of the iterative MF procedure, which were pre­
viously reduced to one step by rotating the mean-field solu­
tion from the first molecule to the second one in the unit cell 
(over angles zero, in this case). Indeed, we have found a MF 
solution which is lower in free energy than the delocalized 
solution, by 0.87 kJ/mol at zero temperature. In this new 
solution, the orientations of the molecular axes are clearly 
localized, see Fig. 3. The MF states for the two neighboring 
molecules in the unit cell appear to be equivalent, but rotated 
over 180° around the c axis, just as expected from the TDH 
eigenvectors for the previous, unstable, solution. This 180° 
rotation avoids the hindrance which would occur between
TABLE I. Orientational form factors in ^-nitrogen from mean field calculations, see Eq. (39).
Calculated Experiment
Delocalized Localized Ref. 14 Ref. 6a
r = 3 0 K 45 K 30 K 55 K 35 K 55 K
^2,0 -  0.027 -  0.020 0.048 0.032 - 0 . 0 0 3 0.004 ±  0.085
C.4,0 -  0.082 - 0 .0 6 0 -  0.233 - 0 . 1 6 7 - 0 . 0 4 3 - 0 .3 1 1  ± 0 .3 2 6
£•6.0 0.029 0.020 0.042 0.023 — 0.99 ±  1.95
^6.6 - 0 . 0 1 6 -0 .0 1 3 -  0.035 - 0 .0 1 3 — - 0 . 1 8  ± 2 .3 0
a Converted to normalized tesseral harmonics.
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FIG. 3. Orientational probability distribution of the molecular axes for the 
localized mean-field states in /2-nitrogen, drawn for one molecule in the unit 
cell; the other molecule in the cell is rotated over (ft =  180°. The distribution 
does not change qualitatively up to (at least) T  = 7 0  K; it just becomes 
slightly wider with increasing temperature. Reading of the contour plot as 
in paper I, Fig. 3.
neighboring molecules when they precess freely.4
The motions of the molecules in this new MF solution 
can be described as localized librations about equilibrium 
orientations of the molecular axes which point to one of the 
square faces of the hexagonal cage,2 see Fig. 1(b) of paper I. 
The angle 6 ^  52° between the molecular axes and the crystal 
c axis is slightly smaller than for the delocalized case. The 
coefficients in the form factor are similar, see Table I. In 
particular, the coefficient C 20 is still relatively small, as ex­
pected from the experimental data. The much higher excita­
tion energies in the MF spectrum, Fig. 1 right-hand side, and 
the similarity between the ortho and para nitrogen solutions 
are typical for localized librations (cf. the a  and y  nitrogen
results in I).
The most remarkable feature of the localized MF states 
is that the experimentally observed hexagonal symmetry of
TABLE II. Optical (q =  0) frequencies in /7-nitrogen (in cm - 1 ).
Calculated (libron)
TD H TD H
the crystal is completely lost. This experimental symmetry 
will be restored if we assume that, for each molecule, six 
equivalent MF solutions are available, which are related to 
each other by rotations of 60° around the c axis, and that the 
molecules can jump from one localized solution to another 
within the time that is characteristic for the observation pro­
cess (the inverse NMR frequency, for example). We shall 
digress on this hypothesis in Sec. IV, when discussing the a -  
¡3 phase transition. Our jump model thus assumes six local­
ized orientations for each molecule in the unit cell, i.e., 12 
molecular positions or 24 atomic positions in each primitive 
cell. These are not the 24-fold degenerate Wyckoff posi­
tions25 of the space group P 63/mmc, however, but two sets of 
12-fold degenerate positions. Actually, as observed in Ref. 2, 
with the molecules in alternate layers packed as they are in 
the (near) hep lattice, it is not possible that the atoms occupy 
just one set of 24-fold degenerate positions. This can easily be 
seen by checking that the centers of inversion of the space 
group are not located on the lattice sites occupied by the 
molecular midpoints.
Next we calculated the libron frequencies by the TDH 
method with two excited, localized, MF states on each mole­
cule. All these frequencies are real now, as they should be for 
a stable MF solution. As can be expected from the localized 
nature of the MF states, we find that the libron frequencies 
(see Table II) are of similar size as those for the ordered a  and 
y  phases, and comparable also with the translational phonon 
frequencies.9,15 The experimental spectra5,15 show two very 
broad peaks of which the higher one around 50 cm-1 (de­
pending on the temperature and pressure) has been inter­
preted as a libron band and the lower one around 25 cm - 1 as 
a translational phonon band (Table II). The higher libron 
frequency agrees reasonably well with our results, but ac­
cording to our calculated frequencies, the libron modes 
might cause some absorption in the lower band as well (apart 
from symmetry and intensity considerations, which we have 
not looked at). Our results indicate that the broadening of 
the observed libron band is caused by coupling localized li- 
brational modes with more or less random jumps in the ori­
entations of the molecules by multiples of 60°.
IV. THE a-/3 PHASE TRANSITION
In Fig. 4 we have plotted the free energy Avar calculated 
from the different MF solutions of a and ft nitrogen, accord-
Experiment
Ref. 15 Kjems and Dolling1
Temperature (K)
Molar volume (cm3 mol~ ')
Frequencies
0 55 55 55 55 55 36
28.26 28.26 26.87 25.90 25.05 23.59









As quoted in Ref. 15.
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FIG. 4. Free energy (at zero pressure) for a-nitrogen (see paper I) and (3- 
nitrogen, in different mean-field models (closed lines). The dashed free rotor 
curve has been calculated from the isotropic (/ ,  ,/2,/3) =  (0,0,0) term of the ab  
initio potential (Ref. 23) by adding the free rotor expression for the free ener­
gy, as in Ref. 9. The dashed jump model curve has been obtained from the 
localized mean-field solution (with the full anisotropic potential) by adding 
an entropy term — k B T  In 6 (see the text).
ing to Eq. (1) or, in more detail, Eq. (11a) of paper I. The 
contribution from the translational phonons is not included 
in this picture; it will be considered in paper III, but we do 
not expect a great difference in this contribution between the 
a and/? phases. The curve for the delocalized MF solution of 
/2-nitrogen falls off much steeper, with increasing tempera­
ture, than the localized /?-N2 curve and the a -N 2 curve. This 
is caused by the considerably lower excitation energies for 
the delocalized states which can be conceived as perturbed 
free rotor states (see the MF spectra in Fig. 1). It is character­
istic that the free rotor model, which has been used also by 
Raich et a l .9,26 produces almost the same free energy curve 
(see Fig. 4) as the delocalized MF model in /?-N2. The (free) 
energy at zero temperature for the delocalized model is too 
high, however, to make the /?-N2 curve cross the a -N 2 curve 
at any reasonable temperature. So this model fails to explain 
the a-/3  phase transition.
For the localized /?-N2 model, the energy is substantial­
ly lowered, due to a more favorable packing of nearest neigh­
bors. But, for this model, the free energy curve runs almost 
parallel to the a -N 2 curve, which is related to the similar size 
of the MF excitation frequencies, and we still find no cross­
ing between the a  and /? curves. It should be remembered 
that the localized MF solution for /7-nitrogen has much low­
er symmetry than observed experimentally. We conjecture 
that the experimental symmetry will be restored by assum­
ing more or less random jumps of each molecule between six 
localized librational states, symmetrically positioned about 
the c axis. Because of important energy effects, the orienta­
tions of the molecules will not be completely randomly dis­
tributed over the six possibilities but, on the contrary, they
will show a strong short range correlation. The effect of this 
correlation is to substantially lower the energy of the whole 
crystal and make it approximately equal to the energy calcu­
lated in our “correlated” localized mean-field model.
The entropy of the crystal can be assumed to be the sum 
of two contributions. The first part originates from the libra- 
tions of the molecules around their equilibrium orientations 
and it is approximately the entropy calculated in the local­
ized mean-field model. The second part is due to the distri­
bution of the molecules over their six positions. Although 
the latter distribution is strongly correlated, it is in the spirit 
of the present MF approach to put the corresponding en­
tropy equal to — kBT In 6. The free energy per particle will 
thus be equal to the result of the localized model, minus 
k BT\r\ 6. This yields the dashed curve in Fig. 4 marked “/?- 
N 2 jump” . This curve crosses the free energy curve for a -N 2 
at T  =  34 K, in close agreement with the experimental a-fi 
phase transition temperature, T = 35.6 K.
In principle, one could suggest that the same type of 
jumps occur between four equivalent localized solutions in 
a -N 2, with the molecules oriented along one of the body 
diagonals of the cubic lattice (see paper I). One can argue, 
however, that such jumps of the individual molecules are 
energetically much more unfavorable in a -N 2 than they are 
in /?-N2. The strongest indication for this is the experimen­
tally observed crystal symmetry which agrees with the sym­
metry of a specific localized MF solution for a -N 2. Further 
arguments can be found from the MF calculations them­
selves. In the first place, the overlap between the sixfold lo­
calized MF states in /?-N 2 is substantially larger than the 
overlap between the four states in a -N 2 and, therefore, tun­
neling will be faster in/?-N2. Secondly, we have tried to gen­
erate delocalized solutions for a -N 2 by forcing all four mole­
cules in the unit cell to have identical MF states as in the 
delocalized /?-N2 model. The molecules in a -N 2 remain still 
localized, however, with their axes oriented along one of the 
cube edges. So, even at the expense of a substantial amount of 
lattice energy, the molecules in a -N 2 will not reorient them­
selves as in /?-N2. Apparently, the rotation barriers are sub­
stantially higher in a -N 2 than they are in /?-N2. A definite 
theoretical confirmation of the jump model in /?-N 2 must 
wait for a sound theoretical formulation of the dynamics of 
this model, though.
Our jump model seems related to the 12-fold jump 
model invoked by Raich et al.,9 who have also used their 
model to study the a-/3  phase transition. However, our re­
sults show that it is essential that the jumps occur between 
localized librational states of the molecules which lie in deep 
wells that can only be obtained from the full anisotropic po­
tential. Raich et al.9 have used an effective, orientationally 
averaged, isotropic potential, which in our case would pro­
duce a free energy curve close to the free rotor curve in Fig. 4 
and, thus, too high to cross the a -N 2 curve. A certain 
amount of localization seems to be required, even in the /? 
phase, in order to stabilize this phase and obtain the a-(3 
phase transition at the observed temperature.
So the physical picture for ¡3-nitrogen that emerges 
from our calculations is that of a sixfold jump model between 
orientationally localized librational states of the molecules.
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There is a tendency for neighboring molecules to stay 180° 
out of phase, in order to achieve a favorable lattice energy. 
Thus, it is clear that an appropriate quantum dynamical 
model for the jump process, which is still to be developed, 
must include the intermolecular (pair) correlations from the 
outset.
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